
A small wind turbine is a wind

turbine used for microgeneration, as

opposed to large commercial wind

turbines, such as those found in wind

farms, with greater individual power

output. The Canadian Wind Energy

Association (CanWEA) defines "small wind"

as ranging from less than 1000 Watt (1 kW)

turbines up to 300 kW turbines.The smaller

turbines may be as small as a 50 Watt

auxiliary power generator for a boat,

caravan, or miniature refrigeration unit.



Design

Smaller scale turbines for residential scale use are available. Their blades are

usually 1.5 to 3.5 metres (4 ft 11 in–11 ft 6 in) in diameter and produce 1-

10 kW of electricity at their optimal wind speed. Some units have been

designed to be very lightweight in their construction, e.g. 16 kilograms

(35 lb), allowing sensitivity to minor wind movements and a rapid response to

wind gusts typically found in urban settings and easy mounting much like a

television antenna. It is claimed, and a few are certified, as being inaudible

even a few feet (about a metre) under the turbine.

The majority of small wind turbines are traditional horizontal axis wind

turbines, but vertical axis wind turbines are a growing type of wind turbine in

the small-wind market. Makers of vertical axis wind turbines such as

WePower, Urban Green Energy, Helix Wind, and Windspire Energy, have

reported increasing sales over the previous years.

The generators for small wind turbines usually are three-phase alternating

current generators and the trend is to use the induction type. They are

options for direct current output for battery charging and power inverters to

convert the power back to AC but at constant frequency for grid connectivity.

Some models utilize single-phase generators.



Some small wind turbines can be designed to work at low wind

speeds, but in general small wind turbines require a minimum

wind speed of 4 metres per second (13 ft/s).

Dynamic braking regulates the speed by dumping excess energy,

so that the turbine continues to produce electricity even in high

winds. The dynamic braking resistor may be installed inside the

building to provide heat (during high winds when more heat is

lost by the building, while more heat is also produced by the

braking resistor). The location makes low voltage (around

12 volt) distribution practical.

Small units often have direct drive generators, direct current

output, lifetime bearings and use a vane to point into the wind.

Larger, more costly turbines generally have geared power trains,

alternating current output and are actively pointed into the

wind. Direct drive generators are also used on some large wind

turbines.



Installation

Turbines are often mounted on a tower to raise them above any nearby

obstacles. One rule of thumb is that turbines should be at least 9 m (30 ft)

higher than anything within 150 m (490 ft). Better locations for wind turbines

are far away from large upwind obstacles. Measurements made in a boundary

layer wind tunnel have indicated that significant detrimental effects

associated with nearby obstacles can extend up to 80 times the obstacle's

height downwind. However, this is an extreme case. Another approach to

siting a small turbine is to use a shelter model to predict how nearby

obstacles will affect local wind conditions. Models of this type are general

and can be applied to any site. They are often developed based on actual

wind measurements, and can estimate flow properties such as mean wind

speed and turbulence levels at a potential turbine location, taking into

account the size, shape, and distance to any nearby obstacles.

A small wind turbine can be installed on a roof. Installation issues then

include the strength of the roof, vibration, and the turbulence caused by the

roof ledge. Small-scale rooftop turbines suffer from turbulence and rarely

generate significant amounts of power, especially in towns and cities.
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A new algorithm improves the

efficiency of small wind turbines






